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discontent definition meaning merriam webster May 25 2024

noun 1 lack of satisfaction with one s possessions status or situation lack of contentment a a sense of grievance
dissatisfaction the winter of our discontent william shakespeare b restless aspiration see aspiration sense 1a for improvement

malcontent definition meaning merriam webster Apr 24 2024

the meaning of malcontent is a discontented person how to use malcontent in a sentence

discontent vs malcontent what s the difference Mar 23 2024

discontent is an emotional state characterized by dissatisfaction with one s circumstances often leading to restlessness or a
desire for change on the other hand malcontent is used to describe a person who embodies this state of dissatisfaction
typically in a chronic or disruptive manner

what is the difference between malcontents and discontents Feb 22 2024

as nouns the difference between malcontents and discontents is that malcontents is plural of malcontent while discontents is
plural of discontent

discontent synonyms 121 similar and opposite words merriam Jan 21 2024

synonyms for discontent dissatisfied frustrated discontented displeased disgruntled disillusioned unhappy aggrieved antonyms
of discontent content satisfied contented joyous joyful happy pleased glad

discontent definition meaning dictionary com Dec 20 2023

noun also discontentment lack of contentment dissatisfaction synonyms uneasiness restlessness inquietude displeasure a
restless desire or craving for something one does not have a malcontent verb used with object to make discontented dissatisfy
displease discontent �d�sk�n�t�nt noun

discontent definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 19 2023

uncountable noun discontent is the feeling that you have when you are not satisfied with your situation there are reports of
widespread discontent in the capital synonyms dissatisfaction unhappiness displeasure regret more synonyms of discontent
collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers

discontent noun definition pictures pronunciation and Oct 18 2023

discontent at over with something a feeling of being unhappy because you are not satisfied with a particular situation
something that makes you have this feeling synonym dissatisfaction there is widespread discontent among the staff at the
proposed changes to pay and conditions

difference between discontent and malcontent Sep 17 2023

what is the difference between discontent and malcontent discontent as a noun is dissatisfaction while malcontent as a noun
is a person who is not satisfied with current conditions a discontented person

discontent definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Aug 16 2023

definitions of discontent noun a longing for something better than the present situation synonyms discontentedness
discontentment see more adjective showing or experiencing dissatisfaction or restless longing saw many discontent faces in the
room was discontented with his position
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discontent vs malcontent the difference comparewords Jul 15 2023

what s the difference between discontent and malcontent discontent definition a not content discontented dissatisfied v t to
deprive of content to make uneasy to dissatisfy n want of content uneasiness and inquietude of mind dissatisfaction disquiet n
a discontented person a malcontent example sentences

discontent definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jun 14 2023

a feeling of wanting better treatment or an improved situation discontent among discontent among junior ranks was rapidly
spreading widespread discontent surveys showed widespread discontent among the populace with regards to the economy

malcontent definition and meaning collins english dictionary May 13 2023

1 not satisfied or content with currently prevailing conditions or circumstances 2 dissatisfied with the existing government
administration system etc noun 3 a malcontent person esp one who is chronically discontented or dissatisfied synonyms 3
grumbler complainer faultfinder

discontent definition in american english collins english Apr 12 2023

discontent is the feeling that you have when you are not satisfied with your situation there are reports of widespread
discontent in the capital synonyms dissatisfaction unhappiness displeasure regret more synonyms of discontent collins cobuild
advanced learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers

discontent dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english Mar 11 2023

definition 1 lack of contentment or satisfaction the workers discontent with their pay finally caused them to strike antonyms
content happiness satisfaction definition 2 a sense of resentment or restless dissatisfaction similar words grudge resentment

formalism and its malcontents benjamin and de man on the Feb 10 2023

formalism only to end up as its malcontents articulating its various philosophical social and aesthetic paradoxes in the
writings of walter benjamin and paul de man we see two thinkers who both attempted to redeem that clumsiest and most
belabored of formal devices allegory the embodying of an idea in a character or an emblem formalist

malcontents synonyms 72 similar and opposite words merriam Jan 09 2023

synonyms for malcontents grumps crabs screamers squawkers moaners weepers wailers crybabies antonyms of malcontents
happy campers patriots supporters loyalists counterrevolutionaries counterinsurgents counterrevolutionists optimists

discontented vs discontent what s the difference Dec 08 2022

discontent showing or experiencing dissatisfaction or restless longing saw many discontent faces in the room was
discontented with his position

civilization contents discontents malcontents and other Nov 07 2022

civilization contents discontents malcontents and other essays in social theory by lyman stanford m publication date 1990
topics social change sociology united states symbolic interactionism united states civilization united states race relations
publisher

�� discontent ��� ��� ��� weblio���� Oct 06 2022

�� �� ������ �� ��� ��� ���� showing or experiencing dissatisfaction or restless longing saw many discontent faces in
the room �� ��� ����� ���� �� ��� �� 1 �� �� ��� ���� ��� �� a longing for something better than the
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